INTRODUCTION

The Draft Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018 proposes a framework to secure the informational privacy of citizens. The idea seems to be in line with the New India 2022, Digital India, Make in India and last but not the least, right to privacy being acknowledged as a fundamental right by the Supreme Court. The Bill brings in a new paradigm based upon fiduciary relationship. It assigns variable rights and duties upon the stakeholders in furtherance of its objective to foster the relationship of trust in order to safeguard privacy. In this backdrop, it is vital to develop an understanding of key aspects of the Bill, and thinking through its implementation. The scope, functionality and compliance with rights and duties therein require a holistic assessment.

For instance, the proposed framework is drawn upon with an underlying assumption of data being tradeable and the need to protect the privacy therein. The doctrine of Caveat Emptor places the onus on a consumer to perform all due diligence before placing trust on service providers. In same spirit, the Product Liability provisions requires a service provider to take utmost care in collecting and using customer data. Interaction between these principles and their execution will determine how the relation between data principals and fiduciaries will evolve in near future. Focus on the form of compliance rather than its spirit might result in defeating the intent.

Further, the institutional constraints within the digital ecosystem at present, which the Bill seeks to address need to be assessed, in light of existing regulatory capacities and constraints therein. The Bill explicitly expresses its intent to have a collective culture in furtherance of free & fair digital economy. While right intent, ill-prepared execution of the proposed framework might result into uncertainties, inconsistencies and imposition of unreasonable costs on stakeholders.

Implementation of several other aspects of the Bill needs to be explored further. These include: users’ rights of portability and being forgotten, classification of data in different categories, obligations of significant data fiduciaries, exemptions to state, and right to information of citizens. A careful balance is needed considering costs and benefits to individuals, society and economy.

The Roundtable Discussion organised by Cuts International in association with The Dialogue aims to discuss and discern the fundamentals of data driven ecosystem, intent and aspirations of the stakeholders’ vis-a-vie the proposed legal framework, regulatory and institutional architecture, and implementability thereof. The Roundtable will invite views & suggestions from a multi-stakeholder community, and submit them for consideration by the government in building the Indian data protection law and process of reforms in the interest of development of a strong and contextually relevant data protection framework.
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- Localization

2:15PM  Lunch
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